Own a Motorcycle Tour Company in Southeast Asia See Opportunity Digest on page 17.
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FUND YOUR LIFE OVERSEAS

You’re Ready to Become
Your Own Boss Now
By Barbara Winter

N

o matter how we plan, nearly all crystal balls turn out to be
fuzzy.

That doesn’t stop people from acting as if life were a
predictable affair, taking action only when the outcome is certain.
Cynics go even farther, bragging about all the trouble they’ve
avoided by playing it safe.
The truth is that the best course of action isn’t always as
apparent as we’d like it to be. The trick is to actively look for signs
and recognize them when they come.
Continued on page 2

Take Your Love of Travel
on Tour and Get Paid
By the Staff of Incomes Abroad

W

hen you love to travel…explore
new cultures…dine out and see
the sights, it’s only natural that
you want to share that. Maybe you want
to show friends around your new country
or take family members on a trip to your
favorite destination.
If that sounds appealing, you have a
potential business on your hands that’s
easy to set up and run…tour guiding.
“I get to revisit my favorite places
and take the customers there to share
my excitement and knowledge of the
destination,” says Greg Anderson, who
takes people across the world on trips he
designs. Greg has always loved traveling
and now he has turned his passion for
globetrotting into a profitable venture.

Greg Anderson organizes group
tours to fund his own travels
to his favorite destinations.

He can make up to $8,000 per tour…
but starting a tour guiding business does not require a big financial
investment.

“We had very little money to invest into a business, $50 to be exact,”
recalls Amanda Ponzio-Mouttaki, who, with her Moroccan-born husband,
Youssef, launched a food tour company in Marrakech. “The rest of the
equity put into the business was our time and energy—not a financial cost,”
she says.
Continued on page 6

GOOD LOCATIONS FOR...

Ecuador’s Next Ecotourism
Hotspot is Ripe for Your Venture
By Wendy DeChambeau

W

ith sun-splashed Pacific coastline, impressive Andean
peaks, the biodiversity of the Amazon jungle, and the
famed Galapagos Islands, Ecuador is a tourist’s dream.
There’s something for nearly every traveler and to sweeten the
deal the country can be reached in just four hours from the U.S.
Thanks to efforts like the “All You Need is Ecuador” campaign,
international tourism has been growing by leaps and bounds and
in 2014 increased by 14% over the previous year.
Savvy locals and expats have been cashing in on the tourism
industry for years, especially in regards to ecotourism. With
an increasing number of folks showing interest in responsible
traveling and a desire to learn about the native environment of a
place, ecotourism has exploded in popularity.
Continued on page 12
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You’re Ready to Become
Your Own Boss Now
Continued from page 1

Shortly after she attended one of my
seminars, Pam Sterling called to ask some
questions about setting up her business as a
stager for houses going on the market.
“How did you decide to start such a
business?” I asked.
Pam said, “For the past 10 years or so,
I’ve been trying to figure out what to do with
my life. I was working at a job that bored me
but had no idea what else I could do.

There is never just
a single option
available to you. If
you begin with that
premise, your creative
spirit will be engaged.
—Barbara Winter
“One day I realized that I had helped
several friends get their houses ready to sell.
My work always got high marks from the
realtors. Even better, I really enjoyed creating
a positive presentation that helped my friends
get their houses sold quickly for a good price.
Finally, it dawned on me that this was what I
really loved doing. I discovered that I thrive
on projects that have a beginning, a middle,
and an end.”
If you suspect you’d like to work for
yourself, but are more than a little nervous
about such a radical notion, here are some
ways to turn that confusion into clarity.
Realize that you’ve gathered all sorts
of skills and knowledge throughout your

Incomes
Abroad

life. Some of those skills have become so
effortless than you barely recognize how
valuable they could be to your entrepreneurial
endeavors. I’ve encountered this blind spot in
myself and others.
Judith Morgan is a U.K.-based business
mentor and coach. She’s worked with dozens
of people who were dithering about taking
the step into self-employment. She says, “If
I could teach my clients one thing right off
the bat it would be this: You are already good
enough and bright enough to become selfemployed and create an income running your
own small business. You just don’t know that
you are.”
Remember something you’ve always
wanted to do…and find a way to do it now.
All those exercises that urge you to imagine
your funeral are meant to put you in touch
with the things you’ve been neglecting.
Make a list of old adventures and new
ones not yet taken. Write down ideas that
could have been turned into a profit center.
You’ll undoubtedly recall things you’ve tried
and failed to accomplish or lost patience with.
That’s fine.
That was then. This is now. And now
you’re bound to be wiser, more confident, and
clearer than you were in the past. Turn the
project over to the 2016 version of you.
Be an instigator. Reach out. Make that
call. Do your research. Test your idea in a
small arena. Ask for help.
That’s precisely what Grace Kerina did
when she sent out invitations to everyone she
knew that read, “Art Nights at Grace’s. Play
with your friends. Bring your art project du
jour. Start something new. Experiment. Make
a big fat mess. Lose track of time. Sink into
an atmosphere of encouragement. Prime the
pump. Get the juices flowing. Wing it. Every
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third Wednesday at Grace’s place.”
An experiment like that is low-risk, but it
can yield fresh insights and lead to incomeproducing activities.
Start collecting your own ideas as they
arrive. Ever notice how great ideas show up
when you don’t have time to deal with them?
They don’t have to disappear forever if you
have a way to capture them. My favorite tool
for this is an Option Bank.
An Option Bank, just like the place
where you store money, is a repository of
good ideas, dreams, and goals. And like an
ordinary bank, the more you put in, the more
you can draw out. You could use a notebook
or a big jar to store these gems as they arrive.
Realize that there is never just a single
option available to you. If you begin with that
premise, your creative spirit will be engaged
and start going to work. On the other hand, if
you are stuck and believe that your only way
out is closed for repairs, your life will shrink,
not expand.
Challenge yourself to start something.
Anything. It doesn’t have to be perfectly
planned. Starting is often the hardest part so
get past that as soon as possible.
Our editor-at-large Barbara Winter is
the author of Making a Living Without a
Job (now in print for more than 20 years),
Seminar in a Sentence, and Jumpstart Your
Entrepreneurial Spirit. She shares her ideas
about self-employment
through seminars and
retreats throughout North
America and Europe. She
has traveled extensively
and lived in six states. She
currently makes her home
in Valencia, California.
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Enjoy Beach Life as a Consultant
in the Dominican Republic
By Lindsay de Feliz

R

osanne D’Ausilio rises early,
checks her emails, and jumps onto
a motorbike taxi to her daily Zumba
class. Between workouts, she will check her
emails again. She may do a few errands in
town, buying fresh mangoes, pineapple, or
avocados before returning to her condo.
The 75-year-old, a.k.a. Dr. Ro, has taken
her skills as an industrial psychologist online to
create a consulting and coaching business that
she can comfortably operate from her overseas
home in the town of Sosúa on the north coast of
the Dominican Republic. It’s an income route
that’s open to many skills…recruitment, health,
marketing, finance, and so on.
Rosanne came to the Dominican Republic
for the first time in 1987. At that time, Sosúa
looked nothing like the busy tourist resort it is
today. It was small and quiet with no tourists.
“I loved the quiet and the peace,” she
says. “I have always been a beach lover and
the beach was to die for. The weather was
perfect; the people so welcoming and friendly.
Sosúa was the perfect antithesis to the hustle
and bustle of the U.S., and I felt very much at
home.”
She began to come back every year and
eventually bought a small condo for $45,000.
It was in the hills, a little way out of the town
center, in a complex with 14 other units and
a swimming pool. She would visit for two
weeks at a time, renting out the condo when

she wasn’t there. Six years ago she made it her
home.
Born in Cleveland, Ohio, Rosanne spent
most of her adult life in New York, working
for 25 years in corporate America. She reached
the position of vice president of a music and
entertainment-production company, putting
on trade shows all over the world. Eventually,
she set up her own consulting business and
realized she could carry on her work in exactly
the same way in the Dominican Republic as
she did in her home in New York.
“The first thing I did was to set up a
MagicJack with a New York area code,
so everyone thinks I am in New York,”
she explains. “I have my laptop and my
smartphone, as well as WiFi in the condo.
Many places in town have WiFi now, so I am
pretty much always connected.”
Often, her clients don’t even know she is
not in New York. She spends eight months of
the year in Sosúa and goes to the U.S. in the
summer to escape the heat and humidity.

Client Service
Given that much of her work is carried
out via Skype or MagicJack, Rosanne tries to
ensure that the environment is quiet.
“It can be challenging when you are
talking to someone who thinks you are in New
York, when there are roosters crowing outside
the window, and a car goes past blaring out

What Every Overseas Consultant Should Know
Here are Rosanne D’Ausilio’s expert tips for running a consulting business overseas.

•• Use good communications: Have multiple methods of reaching people, such as phone,
MagicJack, Skype, Messenger, so if one doesn’t work another will.
•• Have reliable internet: Don’t cut corners on this to save money. The success of your
business depends on it.

•• Set your appointments: Try to work in blocks of a few hours—morning or afternoon,
otherwise you will find you work all day every day and have no time to appreciate where
you are.
•• Be quiet: Try and ensure you have a quiet environment for communication with clients.
•• Keep going: You can gain more business by writing articles, using social media, and
speaking at conferences.

•• Be professional: Deliver great service and no one will mind that you are in the Caribbean
and not New York.
•• Let your light shine: Don’t stop before the miracle. Keep going for what you want and
don’t let anything stop you.
Read more about becoming a consultant in “Leave Your Boss and Become a Roving
Consultant” Incomes Abroad, February 2016.

At 75, Rosanne D’Ausilio has an idyllic overseas
lifestyle and an income from her online consulting.

Dominican music,” she laughs. “If I have an
especially important call to make, then I will
rent a hotel room for an hour, just to ensure I
have peace and quiet.”
To help keep the business running
smoothly Rosanne has part-time help back
in the States, with a business address, so that
checks can be paid into the bank, mail opened,
and book orders fulfilled.
“Payment is really not a problem,” she
says. “I can use ATMs here to withdraw cash
from my bank in the U.S., and I also take
credit card payments. It makes no difference
to the day-to-day running of the business
whether I am here or Stateside.”
Rosanne tries to leave the afternoons
free, so she can swim in the pool…go to the
beach…or meet friends for a chat. If she does
not leave the condo she may write articles,
read, or watch TV.
“It is a quiet life, but it suits me well,”
she says. “All I have to do is look out of the
window and see the palm trees swaying in
the breeze, breathe in the lovely fresh air and
remind myself of the alternative of being in an
air conditioned office in New York. There is
simply no comparison.”
And living in the Caribbean agrees with
Rosanne. “It is so easy to be healthy here with
such a wide variety of really fresh fruit and
vegetables,” she says. “There is nothing like
the taste of a mango straight from the tree
alongside my building. I love my exercise
classes too…in fact, the rest of my Zumba
class call me the Zumba Queen.”
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BRICKS-AND-MORTAR BUSINESS

Running an Artsy Bar in Altea
on the Spanish Mediterranean
By Dawn Starr

I

n the same week, Sara Wilson lost
her job as a staff writer for a business
magazine and her husband, David
Fernandez, lost his position as a private chef
for socialites in New York City.
These days they run a small bar
in a delightful Spanish village on the
Mediterranean coast, enjoying leisurely days
in the sun before opening at 6 p.m. to serve
their customers. Their venue is a center for
art, live music, film, a book club, language
classes, and more.
“Life gave us the solution when we got
laid off within a week of each other,” says
Sarah. “My six years at the magazine job
interviewing entrepreneurs helped us in the
process of starting our business. Ironically,
I learned from people’s stories and their tips
for success. David is more of a visionary
and risk-taker than I am, but it was our joint
talents that helped us develop a successful
business.”
The couple used the crisis as a
springboard to re-examine their careers and
quality of life and found that—even though
they liked certain aspects of living in New
York—their lives were too stressful and
money driven…and they didn’t get to spend
much time together. Given that Dave was
born in Europe and they didn’t need visas,
they decided to move to Spain for an easier
life.

The Perfect Spot
David and Sara spent several months

exploring towns in the Costa Blanca area
of Spain in search of the right place to
live. The region, popular with expats and
vacationers, is on the Mediterranean in
the southeastern corner of the country.
They briefly looked at the popular tourist
destination of Benidorm, but it was not the
attractive and friendly location they were
seeking.
“Unexpectedly, we encountered a
village paradise…called Altea,” recalls
Sara. “We loved Altea’s stunning coastline,
white-pebble beaches, and inviting and tasty
restaurants lining the promenade. We loved
its picturesque, narrow pedestrian streets,
punctuated by small artisan shops that lead
up to the hilltop church plaza.”
Altea’s old town, Casco Antiguo,
was once a fortress, and the couple were
awestruck by it. They set about looking for a
place and found an apartment and a location
to start their dream business; a café/bar
promoting various forms of art.
“The rent was the cheapest we had
found, about $500 per month, and was the
right size for just the two of us to run,” says
Sara. “It consisted of two floors that had
been transformed from an old house. We
liked the fact that it had a mezzanine and
a decent stock room. It was just one street
down from the church plaza and was on one
of the most charming streets of Altea. The
bar already had a local clientele.”
The business had been operating
primarily as a sports bar, with
a focus on the arts as well,
hence the name AlteArte. They
bought the business (but not
the building) for approximately
$28,000. After deciding to start
their business Sara quickly
began learning Spanish,
something she felt was essential.

©iStock/MadrugadaVerde
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The owner had applied for it, and it
was reportedly in process for a substantial
period of time (not unusual with the
Spanish bureaucracy). But it had never been
completed. Once the owner became aware
that this unresolved issue was holding up the
sale, the license was quickly approved.
Sara and David speculated that the
business license application was likely
languishing with the local authorities, and
that the owner, who was a local, got the
process completed quickly.
Then, they began to redecorate the bar
to their taste.
“We wanted to change the ambience
to a cozier environment, which we did by
adding tables and changing some of the
décor,” says Sara. “By changing things, we
lost some of the former clients…but gained
others.”
They later hung their now iconic
multi-colored bicycle upside down from
the ceiling, and added some other kitschy
design elements. They provide WiFi and
show major soccer matches (fútbol).
During their first year in business, they
were often complimented on their tasty
mojitos, so they decided to make that a
focus. They set up a mojito menu, adding
to it regularly, and identified AlteArte as a
mojiteria, which set it apart from the other
bars. They even make “nojitos”—alcoholfree versions.

“It helped to buy a turn-key
business, with an established
clientele,” says Sara.

“We abandoned our early idea of
making it a coffee-centric business, instead
focusing on our excellent selection and
preparation of teas,” says Sara. Although
their service focus is primarily on
beverages, they also have a small selection
of tapas and quesadillas, the latter being a
popular but rare item in Altea.

The prior owner wanted
Sara and David to be successful
and was supportive in a variety
of helpful ways.

Initially the neighbors complained
about noise and the tables and chairs they
had placed on the steps adjacent to their
building.

Overcoming Challenges

For an investment of $28,000, you could buy a business
in a Spanish village like Altea, pictured here.

“We had been warned that it was
important that the business have an existing
business license,” she says. “Just as we
were ready to finalize the purchase, we
learned that AlteArte did not have a business
license.”
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“Eventually, we were able to make
peace with the neighbors after convincing
them that we would keep the noise down
and not cause them any problems,” says
Sara.
During the slow time of year, they do
minor renovations to AlteArte, although it’s
hard to find qualified people who complete
the work in a timely fashion.

Business Growth
The owner of their building had been
renting out the top floor to various people
as a shop with touristic and artisan items.
But after several failed businesses there, he
asked Sara and David if they were interested
in adding the top floor to AlteArte.
“We decided to take this opportunity
to expand. The top floor is primarily for
special events and gallery exhibits, as well
as weekly intercambio (Spanish-English
language exchange).”
AlteArte exhibits one or two artists’
works each month. The middle floor is an
inviting area with pillows and populated
with board games. The rent for the three
floors is around $1,117, plus utilities.
“In the summer, electricity bills are
high, with Spain having some of the highest
electric rates in Europe,” says Sara.
In the beginning, most of their clientele
came through word of mouth and Facebook.
They now have about an equal percentage of
local and expat customers.
“Most expats in the Costa Blanca area
of Spain are Scandinavian,” says Sara. “The
customers, new and old, shaped AlteArte’s
atmosphere by natural evolution. After
opening the gallery on the third level,
we reached out to local newspapers and
magazines to promote those events. We have
done some marketing by advertising our
business in local tourist maps.”

Stepping Back
After they first opened in February
2010, Sara and David ran the business by
themselves.
“During our second and third summer,
we hired our first employees. In our
fourth year of operation, we hired Emily
as our first full-time employee. She had
been a patron, and she had a good work
track record of seven years at one local
restaurant.”
They emphasized it is very important
to check out the reliability and work history
of potential employees in Spain as there are
generous laws favoring them, such as being

allowed substantial sick
leave just after being hired.
A few months later,
they hired another young
woman, Ambi, full-time.
Both employees are
friendly, competent, and
able to communicate with
the clients regardless of
what language they speak.
“We pay them a little
more than the typical local
wage, and uncommonly,
we also give them one
day off a week, including
during the busy summer
months,” says Sara.
Start-up or ongoing
expenses and requirements
A quaint setting in the old part of Altea is where David Fernandez and
Sara Wilson run their art-centered bar and restaurant.
include an initial food
safety course, basic
business insurance, and nominal annual
affords Sara the opportunity to spend long
taxes. Sara and David have not had any
visits with her family in California. This
tax liability in the U.S. from their Spanish
year she has had two separate one-month
net income because of the Foreign Earned
visits with her family.
Income Exclusion, which allows you to earn
The move has given David, 40,
a specified amount of worldwide income tax
and Sara, 37, “a more comfortable, and
free. In 2016, that amount is $101,300.
significantly less stressful lifestyle than
They receive an annual visit from the
health department to check for correct
refrigerator temperature and proper
sanitation. Because they are in the Old
Town, which is a steep, historicallyprotected area, they are not required to have
handicap accessible facilities.
“We recommend using a gestoria,”
says Sara. This is a person whose task is
to deal with the idiosyncrasies of Spanish
government departments for paying
complex fees and taxes.
When asked what advice they would
give to others considering opening a
business in Spain, Sara says, “Be patient
and committed. One cannot expect to open a
business just for a summer, and turn a profit.
“It is also essential to have enough
capital for start-up costs, slow periods, and
unexpected expenses. I’m kind of glad I
didn’t know before we started how many
businesses end up closing down.”
They also say it is important to
understand the demand for the type of
business one is considering, and the required
permits if starting from scratch.

Enjoying Success
AlteArte has allowed David and Sara
to cover all of their expenses…and have
the luxury of having two employees, which

at our prior high-pressure jobs, and the
opportunity to spend more quality time
together.”

Now celebrating over five years of
operation, AlteArte is a favorite with
local expats, Spaniards, and international
travelers. Aside from the monthly art
exhibits by local artists, they feature a book
club for which Sara often arranges for the
author to be present in person or remotely,
as well as live music; weekly SpanishEnglish language exchange; and craft,
drama, and dance workshops.
Her most cherished memory is when
director Eugenio Mira, an Altean native,
chose to premier his movie Grand Piano at
AlteArte, and afterwards had a questionand-answer session.
For Sara, the many close friendships she
has developed in Altea are among her most
prized possessions. Since the bar hours are
from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m., they spend daytime
hours socializing with friends…taking
long scenic beachside walks…hiking and
picking wild asparagus and lemons. With a
temperate climate, café culture and outdoor
activities are part of typical daily life in
lovely Altea.
“I don’t think people should expect to
get rich, but our business gives people a
quality life,” she says.
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Take Your Love of Travel
on Tour and Get Paid
Continued from page 1

As a way of making a living, tour
guiding can be a lot of fun.
“If you enjoy spending time with people
and like a flexible schedule, working as a
freelance guide is an excellent way to make
a living,” says Tara Tiedemann, who lives in
the southern Pacific area of Costa Rica and
travels on adventure tours all over Central
America with her customers.
“One day we might be helping to save
the sea turtle population by doing night
patrols on a remote beach in Costa Rica, and
the next day we might be off in the mountains
zip-lining or horseback riding.”

Getting Started
Passion and enthusiasm are the key
ingredients for setting up your tour guiding
business.
“You don’t need any experience to
introduce others to the wonders and beauty of
the world as a tour guide,” says Greg, who’s
currently based in Las Vegas but started
designing trips to Europe for students several
years ago while working at a design college
in Seattle. The first trip he organized was to
Berlin in 2008 for a group of 17 media and
design students.
“Nobody in the group had ever been

overseas…some had never been more than
a few hundred miles from their homes…
and a couple had never even been on a
plane,” he recalls. “For most of the group
our destination was so foreign—not just in a
literal sense but even as a concept—we might
as well have been traveling to Jupiter.”
However, within days his students
changed. Although none of them spoke
German, they took the metro without
hesitation and were able to go to restaurants
and museums with confidence.
“They were becoming better and more
aware citizens of the world right in front of
my eyes,” he recalls. “I got to witness it...
and from that moment on, I was hooked on
connecting people with opportunities to grow
in those ways through travel.”
That was the moment when Greg
realized how much he loved leading tours,
so he decided to set up his travel business
Muybridge Travel Tours in 2011. Since then,
Greg has done 24 trips in 11 countries and is
planning to embrace an expat life, dividing
his time between Europe and Asia. Each of
his tours has a theme. For instance, the latest
one was to explore the magic atmosphere of
the Christmas markets in Prague, Munich and
Budapest.

Three Ways to Earn With Tours

Your tour guiding business can take different forms, depending on whether you’re living
overseas or you just want to travel more. Here are a few options.
Walking tours: These are the easiest to set up as very little investment is required (e.g.
a website, business cards, brochures, etc.). You can offer general sightseeing tours or
specialize in something like food tours or walking in the steps of a literary character or historic
figure. Normally, there is a fixed price for a tour. However, some entrepreneurs in different
countries offer so-called “tours for tips” where the clients decide how much to pay. You can
run a walking tour business alone or hire other guides to help you.
Outbound tours: This is when you take travelers to another country. You can be U.S.-based
and organize trips for groups to any part of the world to earn a living…or just to fund your
travel to your favorite destinations. You get to design the itinerary and accompany the group.
It involves knowing the destination well, booking hotels, organizing transport and local guides,
or contacting an inbound tour agency at the destination who can organize everything for you
for a fee.
Excursions: As an expat, you can set up a domestic tour company to take visitors on
riverboat cruises, winery visits, birdwatching trips, and so on. It requires some investment for
transport—either to purchase your own bus or to hire one as needed. You may also need to
hire local guides.
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Amanda Ponzio-Mouttaki has created an income
from guiding food tours in exotic Marrakech.

When Amanda and Youssef moved
from the U.S. to Marrakech with their
children, setting up a tour business was not
on their minds. However, in 2013, shortly
after arriving in her husband’s hometown,
the Wisconsin native came up with a new
business idea.
“We were sitting in a café watching
tourists go into overpriced restaurants that we
knew had terrible food, and the idea crossed
my mind of offering a food experience to
visitors,” says Amanda. She doesn’t think
that starting up a food tour company requires
any specific experience, although passion for
food is essential. After doing some research,
they were surprised to discover that nobody
else was offering gastronomic experiences to
visitors in Marrakech.
Traditional Moroccan food is famous
around the world for its mouth-watering
flavors and fragrant spices: slow-cooked
lamb and beef tagines, light fluffy couscous
and colorful vegetables, juicy kebabs, flaky
nut-filled pastries dripping with honey. Only
someone like Amanda and her husband, with
insiders’ knowledge of the city, could show
tourists the best places to sample local food.
“I had an already established blog that
heavily focused on Morocco and included
information not only about our experience
leading up to the move but practical
information for other visitors coming to
Morocco,” says Amanda.
It took three months to build a

COVER STORY
where they now live. Tourism in Colombia
is skyrocketing and the business is booming.
As a result, they are expanding to Bogotá and
Antigua, Guatemala this year.

local hotels, and word of mouth. Most of their
clientele are tourists from all over the globe
looking for a guided tour of Colombian food
and culture.

Back home in Washington, D.C., Nicole
worked for an accounting firm and Jeremy
consulted for an international nonprofit. But
having traveled extensively in the past, they
knew they wanted to live overseas and start
their own business. They scanned the globe
and agreed that Medellín was the perfect
place to launch La Mesa Food Tours.

Passion and Energy

“We both love Latin America for the
food, the people, the weather, and the
proximity to the U.S.” Jeremy explains.
Dressing up is part of the fun of guiding tours in
London for Amber Raney-Kincaide from Texas.

website, plan walking itineraries, and make
arrangements with local vendors. “We built a
simple website and used free plugins to set up
a basic booking calendar. All of our financial
transactions were done through PayPal.”
When the company Marrakech Food
Tours was launched, it rapidly proved to be
a success. Within six weeks they made their
first $1,000.
“When I started all I had were my
business cards, experience in tourism, and the
will to move forward,” says Tara Tiedemann
who runs Viva Adventures offering custom
travel and tours in Central America. After
having worked in the tourism and hospitality
industry in the U.S. for nine years, she joined
the Peace Corps and served in Guatemala as
a Sustainable Tourism Volunteer on a rural
coffee farm.
“As a volunteer I saw a variety of
amazing places that had the possibility to
draw international visitors…except no one
knew about these places,” says Tara.
She started her company with less than
$3,000 in the bank, traveling through Central
America on a shoestring to plan her tours.
“I was staying in $8 a night dorm beds in a
hostel and eating canned tuna while visiting
three- and four-star hotels and setting up tours
along the way. They had no idea where I was
laying my head each night—fake it till you
make it!”
She continued living on a tight budget for
the first few years to get her business up and
running without having to take on any debt.

Strong Demand
Like Amanda and Youssef in Marrakech,
Nicole Furnace and Jeremy Hand run food
tours in the Colombian city of Medellín,

Since the weather in Medellín is
spectacular year-round, food tours are
always available. The busiest tour times are
November through January, and summertime.
La Mesa now also offers a coffee tour
featuring a day-trip to a coffee farm in
Colombia’s famous Coffee Triangle where
guests can pick coffee beans, see how they
are processed and eventually roasted, and
finish with an extensive coffee tasting at a
local roaster.
“Cultural history is important to us. I
believe food is a vehicle to understanding
the history of a place and its people,” says
Nicole.
To create La Mesa Food Tours they
formed a Colombian corporation with a
trusted attorney. “Since our business is
service based, our greatest start-up expense
was legal fees. We were willing to pay a
premium for excellent legal advice, which
provided great peace of mind,” says Nicole.
“The rest of the process was our legwork,
finding the best vendors, and educating
ourselves about Colombian food history.”
“Before launching La Mesa, we
researched the cost of other food tours in
other places. We determined the cost of the
food we provide to our guests and narrowed
the focus of our target market to those
who appreciate the value of the service we
provide. Since we had little start-up expense,
and because we guided the tours personally,
we were profitable from the very start.”
Nicole and Jeremy now have an
employee who runs many of the tours.
Colombian wages average one-third of U.S.
wages, but benefits can add another 50% to
that expense.
La Mesa markets through a professional
website complete with numerous TripAdvisor
reviews and press releases, and by attending
travel conferences, maintaining a presence in

Amber Raney-Kincade, a Texas native
who has lived in London for 15 years and
runs American Tour Guide in London, says
that all you need to earn a living guiding tours
is passion and energy. Being an anglophile,
she always wanted to live in London. When
Clint, her future husband, accepted a job offer
in the U.K. capital Amber happily followed
him.
She spent every spare moment walking
around London with a guidebook in hand,
learning about its past and present. Eager to
share her love for the city, the Texan went to
work as an open-top bus tour guide, getting
training on the job.
“It was so much fun, I was in my element
as I was never shy of a microphone,” recalls
Amber. “Guiding on a bus is a real skill.
You might be stuck in traffic, so you need to
know your history facts to fill the time. It was
extremely good training, a great way to cut
my teeth.”
She returned to the U.S. for two years,
but then returned to her beloved London.
When the economic crisis hit, Amber was
laid off from the marketing agency where
she worked. She remembered how much
she loved tour guiding and, after doing
some research, realized that setting up a tour
business was easier than she imagined.
“I found out that anyone can be a
tour guide here. There is no governmentcontrolled licensing system in the U.K.
There are badges that you can earn and some
institutes that offer good tour guiding courses
covering the trade basics and history.”
Amber attended some of the official
courses and receive several badges for
guiding in different areas of the capital. She
launched her business in 2012 and since then
has run hundreds of walks—two or three
per day during busy summer months—for
groups of up to 50 people. She takes her
clients around the well-known landmarks
in the capital, shows them hidden gems as
well as runs themed tours following the steps
of literary characters such as Jane Austen’s
Emma or Mary Poppins.
To cut through the competition you have
to offer something special. Do you have any
special talents or interests? Don’t be shy.
These can make your tours different from
many others that are out there. Amber put her
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COVER STORY
dream trip—not my personal dream trip.”
Nonetheless, a guide’s enthusiasm for
their subject matter is part of what makes
the tour a good experience for the group and
leads to good reviews.
“You have to realize that there are many
other people offering tours. But don’t let it
discourage you,” says Greg Anderson, who
really enjoys the fact that he gets to decide
the destination and the program of his tours.
He designs each itinerary in the locations that
he is passionate about to reflect his interests.
“I am passionate about food,
photography and history, so I choose them
as themes for different tours, which I design
in the way that I would enjoy personally:
relaxed, interesting, no big touristy buses.
I focus on places that Westerners might not
frequent and are more locals’ favorites. I
work hard to find unique experiences.”

Tara Tiedemann loves the outdoors so she guides
tours in Central America to indulge her
own passion for the wilds.

knack for entertaining to use, combining it
with her passion for London and its history.
“I love to dress up, so if there is an
opportunity to entertain I will do that,”
says Amber. “I am the only one who does
a Mary Poppins costumed tour of London
that involves singing and dancing.” Children
and adults alike follow Amber—dressed in a
Mary Poppins costume—singing to the birds
on the steps of St. Paul’s Cathedral, exploring
the city’s rooftops, and protesting for the
women’s rights to vote.
For her Downton Abbey-inspired walk,
Amber dresses up in Edwardian attire and
transports her clients to the early 1900s.
Behind the fun and light-heartedness of it all,
there are months of research that Amber puts
into creating her themed walks.
“Bringing my own personality to the
business, and expressing and showing
London through my eyes is my unique selling
point. I am good at what I do, and there is an
audience for me,” says Amber.

Personal Attention
Running a small business means that you
can give personal attention to every customer.
Every itinerary that Tara makes is different
depending on the client. “I typically do a
Skype call with each client and while talking
to them I get a feel for what they are looking
for. I mention certain possibilities and watch
and listen to their reaction. It is important to
really listen to the client and give them their
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And it seems Greg’s clients enjoy the
experiences that he organizes: 10% of his
clients are repeat travelers, and the number
is growing with many people contacting
him and asking to be on his mailing list for a
particular destination.
He keeps the groups small, 12 to
14 people, to make the experience more
personal. Each of his customers gets a
lifetime discount on future trips with his
company.
“I send them emails two or three times
a month saying here are the tours that are
coming up,” he says. “On their birthdays, I
email an offer of a discount. I try to make
them feel special and taken care of on a
personal level.”

Personal Traits
While leading tour groups might sound
like being on a permanent vacation, it
requires a certain set of skills and personality
traits. “In this business you have to be a bit of
a mind reader and be able to sense emotions,”
says Tara.
“Many times people won’t voice their
concerns to be polite, but you need to be able
to pick up on these subtle cues by paying
attention to their facial expressions, level of
enthusiasm, and other nonverbal signs. For
example, when a normally talkative group
starts to go silent, it usually implies that they
are tired and possibly hungry and thirsty as
well.”
Working as a tour leader Tara has learned
to keep her cool under pressure. “There are
a lot of details to keep track of—many of
which the clients will never even know that
you’ve organized behind the scenes—and
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also a variety of personalities to manage in
the different groups. Being able to anticipate
needs keeps the trip running smoothly and
your fellow travelers happy.”
She also thinks that a genuine love of
meeting new people and fluency in the local
language are very important if you want to be
successful in the business.
Greg believes that people want to go with
a tour leader who has a lot of passion for the
place they are visiting.
“There are certain museums that I have
been to many times, but every time I visit
them I still get the same rush of excitement
that I had the first time I walked in there. I
get excited about visiting small restaurants or
some little-known places and sharing them
with my customers.”
Greg also thinks that it is part of the
tour leader’s job to meet and exceed the
clients’ expectations. “When you are visiting
places like Paris or Tuscany, people have
very strong romantic images of them. It is
almost inevitable that there might be some
disappointment once they experience the
reality of it. You have to manage that.”

I am passionate
about food,
photography and
history, so I choose
them as themes for
different tours.
—Greg Anderson
One of his latest tours was to the
Christmas markets in Eastern Europe with an
American group. “The group signed up six to
eight months in advance, and most of them
knew each other,” he recalls. They started a
Pinterest board called “Trip of a Lifetime,”
which was cute. But it also showed their
level of excitement and that the tour was
very special to them and they entrusted you
with that. They might have saved for years
to afford this trip. There is responsibility that
comes with it that you have to honor.”
And that’s not all. Tour guiding can
be demanding. “It is a physical job,” says
Amber. “You have to dress for the weather
and take care of your voice if you talk six
hours a day in the wind. I always have a
small pack with various cough drops, breath
sprays, and lip balm, as well as water and a

COVER STORY
protein bar because sometimes I do not have
the time for lunch between my tours.”

Financial Rewards
The income from a tour guiding business
can vary greatly depending on the business
model you choose. Some expats prefer to
run the business alone, others work hard to
expand and increase revenue.

would be but twisting
and turning with
the market demands
rather than sticking to
a rigid plan is the key
to success.

However, the low cost of living in
Central America means her money goes
farther. She has no side income streams and
guides full-time for her own company, as well
as contracting out her services to other U.S.based companies. “I made many sacrifices
but to me they were all worth it. I am living
the life I’ve always wanted,” she says.

Greg makes up
to $8,000 per trip
and will run nine
or 10 tours in 2016.
He spends between
$2,000 and $3,000 per
year on marketing,
relying mostly on
targeted online
advertising. However,
his travel business
accounts for only
50% of his income.
The rest comes from
consulting for film
production and
freelance writing.

“Being an entrepreneur in Central
America is all about overcoming obstacles
almost on a daily basis, especially when you
are doing something on your own and you’re
doing things that few have done before.”

“If I am planning a tour to Spain, for
instance, I go and find a Facebook group
about Spain and take an ad on that page,”
he says. “It has been very cost effective in
regards to finding customers.”

“I’m always asking other business
owners down here how they handle
something. Everyone does it a little different.
You’ll find the way that works for you by just
trying it. If it works, great…if not, try another
way.” She admits that her business today
is very different from what she thought it

Amanda started small but has added
several new itineraries since the company’s
launch. Within three months she was able to
hire a U.S.-based assistant who helps with
reservations and invoicing on a part-time
basis. Other operating costs include paying
several local licensed guides, and insurance

Tara admits that with adventure tours you
have to genuinely love the job as financial
rewards are not high. “The pay is very
modest, usually $100 a day plus your room
and board, and the working hours can be
long,” she says.

A tour-guiding team…Laura Fernandez, Nicole Furnace, and Jeremy Hand have
clients from all over the world for their food and culture tours in
Colombia’s Coffee Triangle and in the city of Medellín.

Essential Tips for Running Your Own Tours
There are some important considerations for setting up your tour guiding business, and they
may vary from country to country. Take the following into account.
•• Check the rules: Rules and regulations for the travel industry vary in different countries
and can be easy or difficult to navigate through. If you offer travel packages, in most
countries you will be required to have insurance, which covers consumer protection and
liabilities. It helps to hire a local lawyer to guide you through the set up process.
•• Don’t do flights: It is easier to offer tour packages with the flight excluded as in this case
you will not be obliged to pay bond protection to the regulating body.
•• Know your taxes: The U.S. government has tax treaties with many countries that
allow U.S. citizens to pay tax at a reduced rate or avoid double taxation. Check what
agreements exist with the country of you residence on the IRS website. If you are not
exempt from U.S. tax, consider hiring a U.S.-based accountant.
•• Assess the cost: Take into consideration the cost of money management—like
international wires or bank transfers—that can eat into your profit.
•• Do your research: There are many resources online that will help you to set up a tour
business. The Small Fish Big Ocean website has a great forum where you can find
many answers. Trust My Travel helps small travel businesses with financial protection to
meet package travel regulations, as well as arranging supplier payments and merchant
accounts.

and income taxes to the Moroccan and U.S.
governments because both Amanda and her
husband are U.S. citizens.
“Hiring local guides has helped us grow
and expand and added flexibility to our
schedule,” says Amanda. “We want to have
the flexibility to move around and travel
freely.”
Apart from providing a good income in a
foreign country, organizing and leading tours
has added benefits that many expats enjoy. “I
get to be part of someone’s vacation and help
them to enjoy the world a little bit more by
learning about someone’s past. I love that,”
says Amber.
Greg finds it thrilling to watch people
change and grow while exploring new
cultures.
“At the end of the tour they suddenly
realize that the world is not as big, scary,
and anonymous as they thought at the start.
They discover something about the world and
themselves and that is something cool to be a
part of,” he says.
Nicole is excited about La Mesa’s
success and also about living overseas.
“We have a better work-life balance here in
Colombia than we did in the States. We are
not tied to a location; as long as we have a
computer we can run our business anywhere.”
When asked if she had any advice about
starting a business overseas, Nicole sums it
up nicely: “You have nothing to lose. You can
always go back to a cubicle.” But why would
anyone want to?
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SET-UP SOLUTIONS

The Benefits of Sharing a
Workspace as you Travel
By Tamara Pelège

Y

ou might be sitting at your desk
right now, daydreaming about a
life of freedom. A life that would
allow you to travel without having to worry
about money. A life where you could still
work (because you actually want to) without
having to deal with the daily hassle of a long
commute or the boredom of nine-to-five
office life.
It’s possible. And the options for
working remotely are infinite. Think about
the skills you have that can be done online
successfully…programming, writing,
translating, coaching, administration,
accounting, design, and more.
It’s the perfect way to make your
dreams come true so you can enjoy a life
of exploration around the world, all the
while being able to earn an income doing
something you love.
And with the lower cost of living
available in many countries…you can live
well on a much lower budget than back
home.
You will, of course, need a good internet
connection and a convenient place to work.
Nowadays most cafés and restaurants
worldwide offer a WiFi connection for free,
but while the idea of working at a café can
seem quite alluring and romantic at first, it
can easily become distracting after a while.
And working from your hotel room or
rental apartment or home can be isolating.
For people who need a bit more to stay
focused or want to be in an environment
with others who understand what they’re
doing, an ideal solution is renting a spot at a
co-working space.

Finding Space
Co-working spaces were born in 1995
in Berlin, Germany. Twenty-one years later,
the basic concept remains the same: People
who work independently rent a desk in
a dedicated office space, alongside other
independent workers.
You can find co-working spaces
anywhere around the world, and the
benefits are considerable. Not only will
you get access to fast internet, but they will
usually provide you with spacious desks
and multiple sockets for your computer,
your phone, and other devices you might
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be using. It’s a productive and practical
workspace.
In warm climates, you will find that the
air-conditioning is an invaluable asset, and
many co-working spaces provide minifridges, microwaves, and free coffee. This
can also help you save a couple of dollars
each day in food, which quickly adds up as
you don’t have to eat out every work day.
I am currently based in the small town
of Sayulita, on the Pacific coast of Mexico,
and have recently relocated my “office” to
the Sayulita Cowork.

Co-working spaces
offer a better
alternative to working
at home or in a coffee
shop.
—Steven Irby
What struck me upon stepping in the
common area of the co-working space
for the first time is how quiet it was. It’s
a relaxed and laidback atmosphere; most
people walk around barefoot in the office
or start their day after their morning surf
session. But it’s interesting to see that
everybody is here to be productive and
actually wants to be at their desk.
For me a typical “day at the office”
usually starts around 10 a.m., after a
morning run on the beach or a yoga session.
I enjoy the freedom of working how many
hours a day I want. Sayulita is filled with
nice cafés and bistros, and I usually take a
break to get coffee outside.
Most people seem to be operating under
the same schedule, and it is not uncommon
to see some of them arriving at the office at
around 11 a.m.—paddleboards under their
arms—and leave late in the evening. Being
the master of your own work day really is
priceless.
While co-working spaces are sometimes
filled with people who are there on a shortterm basis, many of my “colleagues” are
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here permanently or at least for a couple of
months.

Good Investment
Prices may vary according to the
location, but I am currently renting a spot in
the common area for around $80 a month,
which means that I am sharing a huge
wooden desk with four other people. Other
options exist, and you can rent a dedicated
desk for $185 a month or a two-person cube
for $320 per person.
Edijs Grïns, an affiliate marketer and
expat from Latvia, is currently working at the
Oasis Offices co-working space in Sliema,
Malta. Unlimited monthly access costs him
around $300, tax included.
“It’s the best way I know to connect with
the local entrepreneurs and make friends that
you have a lot in common with,” says Edijs.
There’s great safety and security in coworking spaces, too.
“Co-working spaces offer a better
alternative to working at home or in a coffee
shop,” says Steven Irby from Portland,
Oregon, currently working as a software
engineer at the Impact Hub in Antigua,
Guatemala.
“You don’t have to worry about leaving
your things to go use the bathroom or grab
more coffee. You can meet new interesting
people and be part of a community.”
The rate for an unlimited pass at Impact
Hub is $110 a month.

Positive Outlook
In the regular office world you will
sometimes have co-workers who are there for
lack of a better option, who have been there
for too many years, or resent their bosses
for whatever reason. But in a co-working
space, most people are their own bosses, and
they are motivated to get down to whatever
businesses they are dealing with.
You will find that surrounding yourself
with like-minded people increases your
productivity. Without being unfriendly or
cold, the atmosphere in co-working spaces
is often one of focused energy. For someone
like me who gets easily distracted, keeping
external stimulations to a minimum has made
a tremendous difference in my work-life.

CHANGE YOUR LIFE

It’s Never too Late to Start Over...
and You’re Never too Old

I

didn’t have a passport until I was almost
50 years old. Of course, it didn’t matter
because I didn’t have a reliable source of
income that would allow me to use it very
often anyway.
In fact, for almost 10 years, not only
did I not have a reliable source of income,
sometimes I didn’t have any income.
That partly explains why my family and I
were evicted from our home and the following
year lost our last car to repossession.
But even during those dismal times I still
held on to a big dream to travel to Laurenzana,
a small village in the ankle of the boot of
Italy. It had been home to my mother’s family.
And I still have the yellowed notes from a
conversation I had about it with my Uncle
John before he passed away.

Work whatever tools
you may have at your
command and better
tools will be found as
you go along.
—Napoleon Hill
The story of how I dug my way out is
longer than the space we have, so I won’t go
into it here. But I do want to note that the very
best years of my life came after it was upside
down…and after I turned 50. Since then I’ve
written 12 books, become a paid speaker,
became a millionaire, achieved international
recognition as a goal-setting expert, and
hosted my own television show.
When I was mired in my mess, I drew
tremendous inspiration from people who had
succeeded after countless failure and I started
writing personal development books based on
my own experiences. I was especially taken
by those who succeeded later in life.
People like Colonel Harland Sanders,
who woke up at 62 to find his only income
was a Social Security check. But the Colonel
refused to give in to the belief that his best
years were behind him. Instead, he did all he
could do with what he had…which wasn’t
much.

By Vic Johnson

He drove around in his car with his face
painted on the side—even though no one
knew the iconic image of the Colonel that we
all know today—and went from restaurant
to restaurant, asking owners to try his fried
chicken recipe and give him a nickel for each
meal they sold.
While on his journey, he slept in his
car. It’s said that he was turned down more
than a 1,000 times. But he prevailed and his
Kentucky Fried Chicken became one of the
most iconic brands in the world.
So the important takeaway is this: There
is no time like the present. All you have is
now if you want to change your life. You can’t
go back to when you were 29. You can’t go
back to yesterday.
But if you start living your life knowing
that today is all you ever get to achieve your
dreams, then you start to realize that you can
still make the most with what you have.

Find a Role Model
One hundred percent of my success has
come from “modeling” successful people.
Whenever I want to do something new I find
one or more examples of people who have
already achieved success in that area. Then
I study, in minute detail, everything they
did to achieve that success. Finally, I simply
duplicate exactly what they did. I’ve rarely
failed at anything using this method. My
success as an author, speaker, and internet
marketer are totally due to the modeling
principle.

Ask “How?”
There’s always a level of fear and
uncertainty when we strike off in a new
direction, but we don’t need to give power
to these feelings. Instead of wondering if
you can make it happen, continually ask
yourself, “How can I make it happen?” One
of my favorite exercises is to sit down in a
quiet place, with a glass of wine and some
good music that encourages thinking. On the
top of a yellow legal pad I write the words
“How Can I Make _______Happen?” Then I
proceed to do a brain dump of everything that
comes to mind.
My rules for this exercise are simple. I
must write down every idea that comes to mind,
no matter how silly, and I don’t judge any of the
ideas at that time because I don’t want to stifle

my creativity. Any time I’m stuck I just go back
to the top of the page and focus on the question.
I usually get a page full of stuff, most of
which is without merit. But I almost always
end up with one or more workable ideas.
When I don’t, I review the list for several
days and the additional effort usually yields
something of value.

Don’t Wait
If you wait until everything is just right in
your life, you’ll probably miss your boat. Yes,
there are certain responsibilities in your life
that you have to be sensitive to and that you
can’t neglect. That doesn’t demand you do
nothing, it only demands you think creatively.
Napoleon Hill studied the principles of
500 of the most successful people of the time
and wrote a book about it, Think and Grow
Rich, which is the number one selling success
book of all time. The advice he learned from
his subjects was “Do not wait: The time will
never be ‘just right.’ Start where you stand,
and work whatever tools you may have at
your command and better tools will be found
as you go along.”
Once you have your goals and ideas
for achieving those goals, put together a
simple to-do list. Review the list every day
(even multiple times during the day) and ask
yourself the question: “What’s important
now?” Take action on only those items and
ignore the rest—their day will come.

Eyes on the Prize
Along the way you’re bound to suffer
some setbacks, disappointments, and maybe
even some failure. One way to keep your eye
on the prize is to keep it in front of you. Want
to live in Italy? Start learning Italian NOW! It
will keep your dream alive, and it will signal
your subconscious that you believe you will,
in fact, vivere in Italia.
By the way…I did make it to Laurenzana.
It was a glorious experience that will live with
me forever—even bigger than the dream!
Your best experiences also await you when
you believe—and act like—it’s never too late!
Editor’s note: Vic Johnson is a seventime Amazon Best Selling Author, personal
development speaker, info-marketing
entrepreneur, and co-founder of Diabetic
Kitchen. You can find his books here.
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GOOD LOCATION FOR…

Ecuador’s Next Ecotourism Hotspot
is Ripe for Your Venture

Continued from page 1

While businesses in the Galapagos
Islands, the Amazon, and a few other select
locations within Ecuador are built on naturebased tourism, it has yet to take a hold in
many other parts of the country. The good
news for prospective business owners is that
there are plenty of opportunities available in
this field within Ecuador.
One area that has flown largely under
the radar is the Intag zone. This place has
tremendous potential in terms of ecotourism.
It’s a region of cloud forests—where the
treetops merge with low cloud—located on
the western slopes of Ecuador’s north Andes
and is home to sparkling waterfalls, relaxing
hot springs, hundreds of bird species, and
even rare mammals like the spectacled bear
and puma.

Hospitality Business
Peter Joost had been visiting this area
for over two decades largely to satiate his
interest in birdwatching. Three years ago
he decided to make a permanent move from
New York City to the small community of
Santa Rosa within Intag. Here he also set up
a lodge and tour company.
“The lodge had been operating, in a not
terribly serious way, for about six or seven
years,” Peter says, who bought it before
moving to Ecuador and had a local manager
run it for him. “But since I’ve moved here
I’ve been more serious about it. We have
about 60 acres and it’s in a cloud forest at
about 6,000 feet of elevation. When I bought
the property there were two houses here

which I’ve pretty much replaced. Now
there are four houses, one of which is
the home of people who work for me
and there are a total of seven rooms for
guests.”
Today guests at his lodge,
known as El Refugio de Intag, can
stay in rooms with private or shared
bathrooms, utilize a small kitchen
space, and relax on covered porches.
One of the highlights of staying in a
guest house is being able to glimpse
the many wild birds (toucanets,
hummingbirds, and large variety of
tanagers are just a few) that frequent
the property. Most visitors also enjoy
falling asleep to the sound of the
Toabunchi River that runs through the
property.

Despite the paradisiacal setting, Peter is
only one of a handful of ecolodge owners in
the entire region. The reason why is simple.
For years Intag was not easily accessible
with winding dirt roads that were in poor
condition. During rainy times of the year
mudslides or washed-out roads could block
access in and out for days.
“We’ve never been very far as the crow
flies from Otavalo, but the road was really
atrocious and difficult,” Peter says.
However, the Ecuadorian government
has placed a high focus on improving
infrastructure in recent years and the road
from Otavalo to Intag was made a priority. A
massive road expansion and paving project
from the top of Mount
Cotacachi to Apuela—
the first sizable town
in Intag—is now 95%
complete, making
access to the area much
quicker, safer, and more
pleasant.

An eco-retreat in Ecuador’s lush, tropical Intag Valley—like Cloud Forest
Adventure, pictured here—has lifestyle and incomepotential
for anyone looking for an outdoor lifestyle.
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Peter Joost has made his home in the Intag Valley with a
nature lodge and tour company to fund it.
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“It’s a less remote
place than it used to
be,” says Peter. “When
I first came here 20-odd
years ago there was no
electricity in the area,
no phones, and now
we’ve got WiFi and can
use Skype. There have
been lots of changes.”

Volunteer Travelers
About an hour-and-a-half drive past
Peter’s place, most of which is on wellmaintained dirt roads, you’ll come to the
community of San Antonio. This is where
U.K.-native Ned Cresswell, along with
his Ecuadorian wife Patricia Rodriguez,
runs Cloud Forest Adventure—an eclectic
business that includes lodging, tours,
volunteer opportunities, and a self-sustaining
farm.
“We have an ecotourism business,” Ned
says. “And also a not-for-profit volunteer
project, supplying English teachers to the
local schools and farm workers for those
interested in exploring the local culture. We
receive approximately 40 ecotourists and 20
volunteers per year. About 70% of our 160acre property is forest and for conserving
this we receive a small financial incentive
from the government.”
Cloud Forest Adventure can handle up
to eight guests at a time with easy access to
the nature-filled property. The meals that are
offered to visitors are often comprised—at
least in part—of foods produced right on
site. Trout, coffee, and a variety of fruit,
grains, and vegetables are often purchased
from locals nearby if they’re not available on
the farm. And, knowing their clientele, Ned
and Patricia are happy to offer vegetarian
options as well.
Though he has an interest in sharing his
knowledge and love of the area with others,

GOOD LOCATION FOR…
“One place that I worked as a farm
worker in 2006 was Intag,” says Ned. “Later,
traveling north from Argentina, in search of
a suitable place to buy a farm, I remembered
it and decided to see if there might be a
property for sale there.” Fair pricing for
properties in this region at this time is
around $500 per acre. Small lots, turn-key
farms, and riverfront acreage will cost more.

Tour Guiding

Patricia Rodriguez and Ned Cresswell receive
nature-loving tourists from all over the
world at their ecolodge in Ecuador.

Ned makes it clear that he and Patricia are,
first and foremost, farmers and keepers of
the cloud forest.
“We have 18 head of cattle, some of
which produce milk for the house and a
small amount of beef for sale each year,”
he explains. “We have about two acres of
vegetable gardens, where we grow all kinds
of vegetables and fruit for the house. We
have poultry, rabbits, guinea pigs, a couple
of horses as pack animals, a couple of pigs,
and a dog. So we’re smallholders, aiming as
much as possible at self-sufficiency.”
Ned didn’t have a background in
tourism, but he says he “wanted a change
after 12 years of office work in London.” So
in 2005 he stepped onto a plane bound for
Mexico and spent the following two years
traveling and volunteering throughout Latin
America.

With its special ecosystem and low
population, tours in the Intag are easy
to develop. Both Peter and Ned offer
educational guided tours for their guests.
Peter says his most popular tour is “going up
to one of the neighboring places, La Florida,
a cloud forest reserve. It’s a 40-minute walk
and they have a cock-of-the-rock lek, which
is a place where the birds gather every day.
And there are women who do weaving with
sisal (fiber from an agave-like plant) and
they have a lot of products. It’s just a lovely
place and wonderful for birdwatching as
well.”
Peter offers other activities as well,
such as trips to the nearby thermal pools,
searching for orchids, and even fishing for
rainbow trout.
He lives in surroundings where he can
view birds and butterflies in every color of
the spectrum and maybe even a small animal
(armadillos, weasels, or diminutive deer) or
two just by hanging out on the property.
Over in San Antonio Ned also offers
nature tours including trips to nearby
waterfalls and even overnight trips to

Creating Incomes from Your Ecotourism Business
If you’re inclined to open your own ecolodge in the Intag you’ll have some options for getting
the most out of your property.
Bee-Keeping: One way to generate income, even on a small lot, is through honeybees.
Most of the area is either agricultural (with flower-producing plants) or forested (with
wildflowers and flowering trees), so your bees can find plenty of pollen nearby. If you meet the
requirements, there is even a government program encouraging bee-keeping in the area and
for a minimal fee they will provide enrollees with bees, bee-keeping equipment, and several
hundred trees to plant.
Raising cattle: If you have pasture, consider throwing some cattle on there. Many locals
purchase weanling cattle, raise them for about a year, and then sell them for meat. They
require little care—typically just a few vaccinations and regular access to salt and water—and
historically sell for around twice the purchase price.
Forest protection: If your land includes native forest, you can register it with the
government’s Socio Bosque program. The goal of the initiative is to conserve native forest,
animal habitat, and reduce greenhouse gasses. For agreeing to leave your trees intact, you
will be paid a small amount per hectare of forest. You won’t get rich off this program, but
you will earn some funds while protecting the home of the birds and other animals that your
guests come to see.

subtropical zones or trekking to a highaltitude lake which includes the use of
pack horses or mules. He also focuses on
exploring life in this area with visits to local
farms where tourists can see how sugar and
cheese is processed, the making of baskets
with sisal, and even how local families cook
and eat.
“I think the range of natural wonders—
cloud forest, waterfalls, volcano scenery—
combines well with the cultural aspect,
which is distinctive here, as Intag has
historically been an isolated part of Ecuador.
And it has bred a self-reliant, resilient, and
cheerful sort of person,” Ned says.
His customers tend to be independent
travelers, who are okay about visiting remote
areas and good at researching little known
destinations. And they nearly all love nature.
Because Ned and Patricia are largely
self-sufficient on their property and not
looking to make a fortune, they do little
advertising. “We have a website, a blog,
we use TripAdvisor (listed under Finca San
Antonio), and we have various listings with
websites catering to low-cost volunteering
opportunities.”
Peter doesn’t do much advertising either
and he’s “at about a break-even, which is
okay with me,” he says. Like Ned, he is on
TripAdvisor and has his own website. And
Hacienda Cusin in the town of San Pablo
links to El Refugio as a sister hotel on their
website. Despite the low level of marketing
he’s had guests show up from around the
world, including families, nature lovers, and
Ecuadorians from other parts of the country.

Upcoming Area
Peter says there are two challenges
to his business. First is competition with
Mindo (a world-renowned eco-tourist town
easily accessible from Quito). “One of the
reasons we probably don’t get more guests is
because of Mindo,” he says. “But the people
who do come appreciate the quiet here and
some of the guides like it more too because
it’s less frenetic and developed. Its more the
way Mindo used to be 20 years ago or so.”
The other challenge is stocking up on
supplies and food that can’t be obtained
locally. He doesn’t own a vehicle and so
must ride the bus or pay a truck to take him
to Otavalo for major shopping trips.
Despite the occasional bumps he says
“It’s a wonderful place to live. In fact, there
are not too many places I can think of that
would be as rewarding as living in a place
like this.”
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GAP IN THE MARKET

Why Expat Hairdressers Are in
Demand Overseas
By Cleo Murphy

I

f you’re moving overseas with skills
that already exist in your new home,
don’t assume you won’t be able to
compete with local prices. You might be
pleasantly surprised by the level of expat
demand for expat services—even if locals
also do the job.
Incomes Abroad previously reported
(November 2015) on the demand for
reliable, knowledgeable, expat handyman
services in Panama. Now, it appears expats
also prefer going to expat hairdressers.
They like being able to explain what they
want in English and deal with more familiar
hairdressing practices. If you’re handy with
the scissors—and know your blunt cuts
from your bobs—there could be opportunity
for you in many expat destinations.
The hairdresser’s experience is a big
factor here. Many Latin American women
have good hair, and they wear it in simple
styles. Local hairdressers are challenged
when it comes to the more varied types of
expat hair.
“Most local stylists do a fabulous job
with thick, long, luxurious locks, since
that’s the norm. But they only seem to know
one cut for short, straight, thin hair like
mine,” says Linda Card, IL Correspondent
in the Panama Highlands.
In the Ecuador Highlands, fellow IL
Correspondent Wendy DeChambeau has a
similar experience.
“Local hairdressers, who only charge
$3 per cut, are great with thick straight hair,
but most of us gringas have a different hair
type, and we’ll gladly pay for someone who
understands that hair and whom we can
communicate clearly with about what we
want,” she says.
There are other issues, too.
“My wife and others say their problem
is not with local stylists, but with the
unavailability of certain hair-care products
they were used to in the States,” says IL
Ecuador Coast Correspondent Jim Santos.
In a low-cost economy you’re probably
going to charge between $15 and $20 for a
lady’s haircut and around $40 for a color. If
a Costa Rican, Panamanian, or Ecuadorian
can do your job for less than U.S. or
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Canadian rates, it stands to reason you can’t
charge what you did back home. However,
renting a premises will be cheaper, as will
hiring any additional staff. You may even
prefer to work alone from home. Your
monthly income is likely to be somewhere
between $1,500 and $2,500 a month…in
places where a couple can live comfortably
on $1,500.
So, if you’re toying with the idea
of packing your comb and scissors and
heading to warmer climates, you may be
in luck. Find a strong expat community…
in lush, highland towns…bustling beach
resorts…or even vibrant cities, and you’ll
tap into a ready market.

Panama
“I pay about double the going rate for
nice salons in Panama City to see an expat
hairdresser, Paula from the U.K.,” says IL
Panama Editor Jessica Ramesch. “I love
the vibe at her salon and talking to her in
English. It’s much easier for me to explain
exactly what I want and to feel confident
that she understands. I keep thinking I
ought to find somewhere cheaper…but I
just love Paula’s salon.”
Paula employs another hairdresser,
also an expat, and only works two or three
days per week herself. “Expat or Englishspeaking hairdressers who know their stuff
will do well in most parts of Panama,” says
Jessica. “They can’t charge the same rates
as the U.S. or Canada, but they can do well
enough to live comfortably here.”
Linda, in the Panama Highlands, agrees
and says there is definitely an opening for a
well-trained, English-speaking hairdresser
in David, a large town near the border with
Costa Rica.
“What I would give for a hairstylist
who knows how to deal with gringa hair,”
she says. “I’ve had so many bad haircuts in
Central America that I wrote a short story
about it.
“With the right marketing to the expat
and retiree community I think a part-time
business would do well here. Local salons
are very inexpensive. So even by charging
just a couple dollars more I think it would
succeed.”
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Ecuador
Todd Johnston, 53, is an expat
hairdresser based in Cotacachi in Ecuador.
“It’s awesome, I love it here,” he recently
told IL. “The weather is perfect since I
don’t like heat. The terrace on my condo
is huge and I love it—I’m out there all the
time.”
Todd spotted the demand in the expat
community for a hairdresser and within a
month of his arrival he was doing cuts and
colors from his own home. He subsequently
rented space at a local spa and now works
three days a week.
“Todd is working three days per week
here because he doesn’t want to work
more,” says Wendy. “He has enough
demand to keep him busy six days per week
if he was interested. So while we have an
expat hairdresser here in Cotacachi we
absolutely have room for more.”
There’s also a lack of expat hairdressers
in Ecuador’s coastal towns like Salinas and
Manta…places where the Pacific waves roll
in to busy beach resorts.
“I was sure the low cost of hairstyling
in Ecuador would work against an expat
hairdresser,” says Jim Santos in coastal
Ecuador. “I haven’t been able to find one
in Salinas. However, I had several women
tell me they would love to find one. And
a contact in Manta tells me they have had
several come and go…and they have always
been busy.”

Belize
“Here on Ambergris Caye we have one
Canadian gringo stylist who is always very
busy,” observes IL Belize Correspondent
Ann Kuffner.
“She always comes back from Canada
with the cutest styles and cuts. This lady
does charge more, but expats are willing
to pay. And she also has expanded her
services to include facials, vitamins, and
nice complexion creams. And she now hires
other expats who are better trained in the
latest techniques.
“Expats go to the Belizean nail salons,
as they do very fancy work. But for hair,
an expat can do well as long as there isn’t
another expat in the area.”

CLASSIFIEDS

Your guide to money-making
opportunities worldwide

2BR Condos in David, Chiriqui, Panama
Opportunity to purchase two luxury condos
in an attractive gated community close to
shops and downtown David. Near to the
airport and one hour from the Pacific or
the mountains of Boquete or the border
with Costa Rica.
One unit $130,000 or both units $230,000.
Email owner: davidhill1936@gmail.com

Small Business Address | Business Mailing
Services | Inventory & Fulfillment Services
Want to start selling products in the US but not
sure where to start? Or, want to buy items from
the US for your overseas business?
Start by getting in touch with us at US Global Mail!
We can assist you in buying items from the US,
bundling and shipping them on to you and/or in
setting up a Warehousing and Fulfillment program
that will make the most sense for your business (and
money). Our services include a US Office Address,
Purchasing/Bundling items for shipment, Inventory
Management, Distribution and Order Management
and Fulfillment services: https://www.usglobalmail.
com/small-business/solutions/
Dr. Grace Ordonez provides dental care to the
highest international standards
using the most advanced technology.
Located in the beautiful city of Cuenca, Ecuador
All our work is guaranteed. Our material are
German and U.S. quality!!
www.dragraceordonez.com
Call: 011-593-987903834, 011-5937-4091958
Office Cell phone: 011-5939-9616-9760
Cleaning Adult

$30.00

Fillings

$30-40

Oral surgery

$120-320

Endo

$150-260

BELIZE RELOCATION TOURS
RETIRE RELOCATE INVEST
www.kenubelizeit.com

Life Is Great!

Fuel your passions through the stock market.
Learn to day trade S&P 500 stock options
for consistent, confident profits.
One stock, one strategy, one hour
for stunning daily gains.
We teach you how.
Work from anywhere, anytime.
Free introductory e-book.
www.daytradeSPY.com

ForestCascades is a successful,
productive, profitable, 70-acre coffee farm
in Costa Rica conveniently located
within one hour from everything.
Harvest, 2015, will exceed
18,000 pounds of coffee
with a value of $36,000.
20 titled lots for development,
ocean views, waterfalls.
With less than 20% of the farm planted, there
is easily room to double or even triple the
coffee production within 5 years.
Priced at $850,000 –financing available
(www.forestcascades.com)
Email ralph_carlson@earthlink.net
Phone= US 800-990-2521,
Costa Rica 506-8779-2344

Beachfront Paradise Home
for Sale or Rent
Sambo Creek, Honduras
Includes Caretaker/Guest House
New Wooden Caribbean Style Home
Designed & Built to Canadian Standards
US$279,900 OBO
https://www.airbnb.ca/rooms/10835457
Email: sausalito@shaw.ca

Crowns &bridges $150-350

Email: graceord13@hotmail.com
Recommendations: http://www.cuencahighlife.
com/a-tooth-and-tale-an-expat-rite-of-passage-awine-soaked-insurance-scam-for-comparison-andthe-crowning-jewel-of-cuenca/

Oceanfront Lot Las Lajas, Panama - 2000m2
off grid. $70,000 US. jkshel68@aol.com
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES

$1.75 per word. Boldface or ALL CAPITAL words an
additional $0.25 per word.
To include a box around the advertisement is an
additional $10. Picture $75.
Incomes Abroad subscribers receive a 20%
discount. Deadline is six weeks preceding
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES
publication.
Prepayment
must accompany
every
classified
ad.word. Boldface or ALL CAPITAL
$1.75 per

Celebrating Our SIXTH Year of Relocation Tours!
Our 6-day 5-night ALL-INCLUSIVE Panama
Relocation Tour ™ will introduce you to the
inexpensive and wonderful lifestyle available when
you retire in Panama.
Pay one flat fee for the Tour which will include all
ground transportation, lodging…
Check out all the details:

www.PanamaRelocationTours.com
OR CALL 972-496-4500
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To
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internationalliving.com.
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is listings
an additional
$10.onPicture
$75.firstAll
are accepted
a first-come,
served basis. International Living reserves the
Incomes Abroad subscribers receive
right to disqualify any listings it deems unsuitable.
a 20% discount.
Deadline
is six
weeks
International
Living does
not endorse
these
preceding publication.
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organizations
or their respective
products, services
and
programs. In
addition,
International
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every
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ad. Living shall
not be responsible for any and all liability, including
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negligence,
may arise ad
fromplease
a member’s
use of
the
advertisements. “Caveat Emptor” applies—let
advertising@internationalliving.com.
the buyer beware.

OPPORTUNITY DIGEST

A Great Place in Ecuador for
Your Internet Business
The port city of Manta, in the Manabî province of Ecuador, is emerging
as a great spot to setup your internet business.
Located in the Eastern Time Zone, it has fiber-optic lines, stable
electricity supply, great climate, and affordable living.
Because of its position on the Pacific Ocean, Manta has always been a
prime location for import-export business and is also a cruise ship port. Now,
thanks to improving infrastructure and other factors, this city of a half-million
is becoming an ideal spot for online entrepreneurs.
Six major providers of high-speed internet are installing more fiber-optic
lines all the time. And CNEL, the national electric company in Ecuador, is
currently upgrading power lines throughout the city to support 220v current.
That means no disruptive power surges or line failures, so no need for surge
protectors or battery backups.
Ecuador is in the Eastern Time Zone, so it is easy to work with
businesses in the U.S. It uses the U.S. dollar as currency, so the country
is very supportive of any business that brings more dollars into the local
economy. You’ll find several paths to residence for expats, and there are
no zoning restrictions to running an internet-based business from home.
Property taxes are one twentieth of what they are in the U.S. and you get the
same low cost for fresh fruit, and vegetables as you do all over Ecuador.
Manta’s location just south of the equator also provides an ideal
“endless summer” climate, with no hurricanes or tropical storms. So if the
thought of earning your living from a beachfront home (condos start at
$75,000), without sacrificing the comforts and convenience of city life sounds
good to you, Manta is worth a closer look. Contact the American Chamber
of Commerce, AmCham Manabí or its executive director Paola Cantos for
more information.

Grow Your Own Coffee and Cacao
in the Panamanian Highlands
Ever wanted to try your hand at small-scale farming? If so, you’ll
find good opportunities in the Santa Fe district of Veraguas Province in
Panama. The village of Santa Fe is located in the highlands, about an
hour north of the provincial capital, Santiago. Surrounded by stunning
mountain scenery and fresh rivers, this rural hamlet of around 3,200 is
the focal point for the area.
It’s long been an agricultural region thanks to the rich, fertile soil;
temperate growing conditions; and adequate rainfall. Cattle ranches,
citrus groves, chicken farms, organic vegetable growers, and coffee
plantations are common. And a local cooperative operates a coffee
processing plant.

Own a Motorcycle Tour Company
in Southeast Asia
If you’re a biker with a passion for travel, here’s a business
opportunity that might interest you: Asian Motorcycle Tours, the largest of
its kind in the region, has come on the market in the city of Chiang Mai in
northern Thailand.
The American owner, retiring after 25 years, will offer his assistance
during the first year of operations. He estimates that it should take less than
two years to see return on investment.
The company has earned its reputation for luxury quality tours for
small groups through Thailand’s Golden Triangle…to Thailand’s beautiful
beaches…and as far away as China, Laos, Tibet, Nepal, Cambodia,
Burma, and Vietnam. It is highly rated on TripAdvisor, with tours fully
booked for the next high season.
This is a turn-key operation. The price of $250,000 includes an
inbound/outbound license required by the Thai government, a fleet of
18 late-model motorcycles, an expedition-equipped 4x4 vehicle, and a
website with excellent Google search rankings, as well as the longstanding
company’s reputation and customer base. The buyer can take over the
lease for the premises, which is not included in the price. It’s easy enough
on the pocket as rents are affordable in Thailand, averaging $400 per
month.
Asia attracts many motorcycle adventure lovers as it offers a chance
to enjoy exotic landscapes and learn about fascinating local cultures.
However, they are still very few companies that offer guided motorcycle
tours.For more details, go to the company’s website: www.asianbiketour.
com.

Get Top Rates for Teaching
English in Costa Rica
In Costa Rica, images of a tranquil lifestyle surrounded by beaches,
jungle, and hot springs abound. But don’t be fooled. This little country isn’t
only banking on tourism to put itself on the map. It’s also attracting big
business, especially when it comes to engineering firms, medical devices,
financial services, and information technology. As the demand for global
partnerships grows, so does the need for employees who speak fluent and
professional English…and you can tap into that demand with your native
English-speaking skills.
Basic rates for teaching English here are around $8 to $10 an hour but
you can get up to $15 an hour working with a professional…or even $50
for teaching a group.

Expats started settling here about 10 years ago and have established
an international community. A Californian man bought land outside
of town a few years ago and planted coffee. A young couple from the
States have planted more than 300 cacao trees on their land with plans to
produce organic chocolate. One retired couple has started raising a sheep
herd on their 10-acre hobby farm. They also have a variety of citrus trees,
including sweet, juicy Ruby Red grapefruit.

In the capital, San José the affluent suburbs of Santa Ana and Escazú
are home to many large office parks that house the country’s brightest
businessmen and women. Their jobs range from managing high-end
retail stores in the area’s modern shopping malls to working as executives
employed by Fortune 500 companies. Many work in exclusive hospitals
and spas focused specifically on medical tourism. Unlike guides and
hoteliers who can manage to get by with Spanglish, these are professionals
whose income is dependent on becoming fluent.

In the hills and valleys around town land prices are low, a wide range
of properties are available, and buying titled land is a straightforward
process with knowledgeable guidance. For example, there’s a listing for
35 hectares (86 acres) in the hills south of Santa Fe, with ready access to
utilities and a partially completed access road, for $60,000. If a smaller
plot interests you, another listing offers 6.8 hectares (16 acres) in the
highlands, perfect for coffee growing, for $24,000. You’ll find more real
estate information at Tute Real Estate or Veraguas Realty.

There are many private schools willing to teach English, but
professionals still jump at the opportunity to be tutored or taught jobspecific language skills. You’ll find an opening for working with companies
to offer the benefit of language studies to their employees. With clients
who have higher incomes and the ability to pay more for their lessons, a
true need to learn the language, and the infrastructure of city living with
easy transportation, this is an ideal opportunity for anyone looking to teach
English seriously.
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Learn the Same Secrets
That Have Sold Billions
Anyone who likes to write can learn the same skill that lets some people earn a very
comfortable six-figure income from home, year after year. No bosses, no commute.
It’s a skill that—once you have it—will put your financial destiny squarely in your own
hands, for as long as you choose to use it.
You’ll be in constant demand.
You’ll never be wanting for work or money, no matter what state the economy is in.
You just decide how much you need and figure out how many letters you need to write.
It’s like having a little wealth dial you can turn as high as you want!
It’s something you’ll be proud to mention to your friends and people you meet. (Believe
me, people will be very intrigued when you tell them what you do. They’ll want to know all
about it.)
But more than anything else, it’s an opportunity to “reinvent” yourself… and learn a
financially valuable skill that will quickly lift you above any economic fray… forever.
Use it to turn a hobby or personal passion into a fun and lucrative career. Use it to
help find a cure for cancer or help those in distress. Use it to start your own business (for
practically nothing)—or work in a field you’ve always dreamed of.
Along the way, you’ll learn much about yourself, about business, and about the world
around you.
You don’t even need to be a “writer” to be successful… All you need to enjoy this success
is a computer… a desk… and AWAI’s Accelerated Program for Six Figure Copywriting to
show you the way!

For more information visit
www.thewriterslife.com/acceleratedcopywriting

